PsycLearn Instructor Dashboard Reports

Below is a list of the available reports available in PsycLearn’s Instructor Dashboard. Under each report are details about the type of data and how instructors can use the data to tailor teaching.

**Progress Report**
- Observe progress learners are making in the course
- View exact learning path taken by each student
- Identify where learners and/or class need additional help and where they are succeeding
- Derive class's learning trends

**Module Report**
- View learner performance and completion in each module
- View a summary of learning activities marked as completed, skipped, and needing revision

**Assessment Report**
- View learners performance on the Mastering the Content assessments
- Identify and engage with learners who need intervention
- Review student responses and trend to Mastering the Content questions
Class Digest Report
- View weekly content usage trends
- Identify where learners need additional help and where they are succeeding each week

Class Enrollment & Activity Report
- View weekly enrollment and engagement of learners
- See number of logins by day and week
- Track learner progress by week
- Compare enrollment and engagement in multiple courses/sections

Content Effectiveness Report
- View how content is being consumed by learners
- See amount of time spent on text, videos, and learning activities